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A.1	
-Let
'ill prediction (-quut ion r • c­z;ult.1ng from a thorough study of all availcLbl(.
;:ir,gl^-phase hydrugon heat-transfer data is modified to predict heat-transfer
H	 (coefficients on both the concave and convex surface of curved tubes. The pre-
N	 diction equations for straight, and curved tubes are then applied to the
Phoebus-2 nuclear •
 rocket, nozzl e. Prcdicted exit pressure and temperatures
are compared with experimental value: ,
 from recent nuclear tests of the
Phoebus-'' nozzle, and fouruf to be in very good agreement.
I Nl'R ODUCTI ON
Th- extreme condition.; er,courrtered in regeneratively cooled nuclear rocket
nozzles p:• oduce severe heat-transfer problems in the coolant pas: . Iges. An
effective rrrethod of predicting heat-transfer coefficients in the cooling pas-
sages is essential to the optimization of any nozzle design. Of particular
concern is the high heat flux throat region fluxes of 20 Btu per second per
square inch (32.7 megawatts per square meter) and higher are reached.
The author of this paper has previously studied all available single-phase
hydrogen heat transfer for flow through straight tubes and recommended a
single correlation equation for a wide range of conditions [1]. In the pres-
unt paper the calculated heat transfer coefficients are shown to be in very
close agreement with recent experimental values reported in [2]. More re-
cently the author has modified the straight tube equation to include the ef-
fects of curiature from [3]. The modified equation is compared with some
existing experimental data from single curved tubes [4]. 'These results and
recorwriended applications of the equations have been reported by this author
Of course, the most severe test of the ability of these equations to calcu-
late heat transfer in the cooling passages of a nuclear rocket nozzle is to
Compare the predictions with experimental results. In this paper the predic-
tions are compared with the resi,ilts obtained from recent nuclear tests of the
Phoebus-2 nuclear rocket nozzle.
HEAT-TRANSFEN COEFFICIE2^'TS IN STRAIGHT TUBES
A study of 4622 experimentally determined
data points [1] resulted in the following
Nu = 0.023 Reb' 8
where
C1	 (0.57
hydrogen heat-transfer coefficient
prediction equation:
Pr0.4 Tw -C1	
(1)b	
Tb
1.59
x	 ^t All .r SS
2Vor the range of inlet pressure and inlet temperature shown in figure 1. Tht-
use of the temperature-entropy diagram is a convenient method of showing the
locatlon of measured inlet pressure and temperature in relation to th y, sn tura-
tion lines and critical pressure pc and critical temperature Tc.
The hydrogen data are separated into regions 1 and 2 as shown in figure 1.
These regions are the result of the study of the effect of inlet temperature
'1'l , inlet pressure p i , and the transposed critical temperature the tempera-
ture at which the specific heat at constant pressure reacheB a rnvi).imun;) T*.
In region 1, 87 percent of the 5674 heat-transfer coefficients predicted by
equation (1) deviates less than ±25 percent from the measured values. Re-
gion 2 is defined by 45° R < Ti < T* and pc < pi < 530 psia and is often
referred to as the near-critical region. In region 2, 40 percent of the 948
predicted heat-transfer coefficients. deviates less than +25 percent from the
measured values. At present, there is considerable doubt about the transport
properties in this region.
Equation (1) is used to predict heat-transfer coefficients which can be com-
pared to the most recent exp,-,rimental data for the range of conditions en-
countered in nuclear rocket nozzles. The ratio of these predicted coeffi-
cients to the measured values is shown as a function of the ratio of wall to
fluid bulk temperatures in figure 2. Figure 2 shows that 94 percent of the
heat-transfer coefficients predicted using equation (1) deviated less than
±20 percent from the measured values.
HEAT-TRANSFER COEFFICIENTS IN SYMMETRICALLY HEATED CURVED 'TUBES
Heat-transfer measurements have been reported for both the concave or ifsweptif
side and the convex or "unswept if side of curved circular tubes [4]. Equa-
tion (1) was first tried without any change from the form that correlated
straight tube data to predict heat-transfer coefficients for both the concave
and convex sides of the symmetrically heated test sections. The ratio of the
heat-transfer coefficient predicted by equation (1) to the measured coeffi-
cient is shown as a function of temperature ratio in figure 3. As might be
expected, the predicted heat-transfer coefficient is lower than the measured
value on the concave side and higher than the measured value on the convex
side. The calculated heat-transfer coefficient is as small as one-half the
experimental value on the concave side and as large as almost twice the ex-
perimental value on the convex side.
Equation (1) is modified [5] with the Ito correction factor for curvature
[3] to give the equation
-C1	 0.05T 
Nub = 0.023 Reb.BPrb.4 Tw	 Reb[(!!Y
	
(2)
b 
for the concave side.
The convex side of a curved tube is rar ely given any consideration, but in
reference [5] the reciprocal of the Ito factor was used to modify equa-
tion (1) to give
TRN. y
3-C
	
_0-0'P1ub = 0.023 Re0.6Pr0.4'1—Tw
	 1 Reb r	 (?)
\rb	 /
for the convex side.
The resulte of using equations (2) and (3) to predict the heat-transfer coef-
ficients on the concave and convex sides of a tube are shown in figures 4(a)
and (b), respectively. 'Me experimental data in figure 4 is the same data
used in figure 3. Approximately 90 percent of the predicted heat-transfer
coefficients deviated less than +20 percent from the experimental values.
It appears that the Ito correction does improve the correlation and that
equations (2) and (3) will p redict heat-transfer coefficients on the concave
and convex sides of curved tube:, respectively.
ASYMMETRICALLY HEATED CURVED TUBES
Both the straight and curved tube data presented up to this point are for
symmetrically heated circular tubes. In the rocket nozzle the cooling pas-
sages are noncircular and they are heated from only one side. Some single
tube data are available for asymmetrically heated circular and noncircular
passages curved to simulate the throat and high flux region of the Phoebus-2
nozzle [2]. Heat-transfer coefficients predicted by equation i2) were com-
pared to these experimental values for conditions as near as possible to those
for the actual nozzle.
Figure 5 shows the ratio of the heat-transfer coefficients calculated by
equation (2) to the experimental coefficients as a function of the dimen-
sionless distance from the entrances. Figure 5 shows the ratio of coeffi-
cients for the Phoebus-2 contour. The agreement between predicted and mea-
sured heat-transfer coefficients is good for single, asymmetrical, curved
tubes that simulate the Phoebus-2 geometry.
An important use of the heat-transfer coefficient is in the prediction of
wall temperatures. Equation (2) is used to predict the inside wall temper-
atures which are compared with the measured wall temperatures [2] in fig-
ure 6 for the simulated Phoebus-2 coolant tube. The agreement is good and
the prediction is conservative which is desirable.
APPLICATION OF PR r' ICTION EQUATIONS TO ROCKET NOZZLES
Regeneratively cooled rocket nozzles are made up of noncircular passages
formed to give the desired area ratios, and are essentially combinations of
straight and curved tubes. The success demonstrated in predicting heat-
transfer coefficients in straight tubes using equation (1) and curved tubes
using equations (2) and (3) encourages the use of these equations in pre-
dicting heat transfer coefficients in the coolant passages of a roci.et nozzle.
To predict the heat-transfer coefficients in the cooling passage of a nozzle,
the following equations are recommended [5].
S:
Nub == 0.023 Reb' SPrb' 4
-Cl
TW 	1 + F1 xb
(4)
4
F:ritrance of Coolant Passage
"trai ht entrance x^D > 1
-C1
Nub = 0.023 Reb'6Prb 
T
'4 T W
b
900 angle bend and orifice entrance ^:^D > 5
(1)
where Fl = 5 for e .O0 angle bend and 11 for an orifice entrance.
term 0 + F1 (D/x)) has been previously reported [6].
Throat section (concave curvature)
T _C1	0. c)5
Nub _ 0.023 Reb bPrb . 4 Tb
	
Reb T)
b
Exit section Convex curvature)
T -Cl 
	
Nub -_ 0.023 Reb'BPrb'4 
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	 [Reb (b
Any straight sections
Nub = 0.023 R
0.6
e   	 Prb0.4
T -C1
(Fb
At present it is not known how far the effects of curvature on the heat-
transfer coefficient will extend downstream of %.he point of tangency where
a curved tube becomes straight. It is reasonable to assume that the effect
of curvature would diminish with x/D rather than change abruptly at the
point of tangency. The curvature effect appears to be present at the last
instrumented station shown in figure 6(b) wMch is 2 diameters downstream
of the tangency point. In the calculations presented in this paper the ef-
fects of curvature was assumed to begin or end at the point of tangency with
the straight sections.
COMPARISON OF PREDICTED RESULTS WITH PHOEBUS-2 NUCLEAR TESTS
A severe test of the prediction equations proposed in this investigation
is to use them to predict the heat-transfer in the coolant passages of the
Phoebus-2 nuclear rocket nozzle. The Phoebus-2 nozzle was run at the highest
power level ever achieved by a nuclear rocket engine, 4080 megawatts. The
conditions for a wide range of tests are shown in table I. The equations
presented herein were used to revise the coolant side heat-transfer calcula-
tions in an existing digital computer program [7] for calculating heat trans-
fer and fluid flow for convectively cooled rocket nozzles.
The calculation of heat transfer from the hot propellant is also necessary
and the Nusselt equation:
The
(2)
(3)
(1)
5Nu t• = C
9
Re0.8pr0.3
	
(0
u:,,ki in the computer program. Comrnon practice l 7) is to use a Fas 	 :'-
icifrt, Cg, that is a function of nozzle area ratio. In this investigat.inn
both a ccn:'tant Cg of 0.026 and an empirically determined variable Cg
provided by the Aerojet General Corp. are used and the results compared. T? #:-
,^uriable CF, and the area ratio for the ?4 stations in the nozzle is shown
i +:at,lc II. Merl i,, r,o provit. ion in the computer program for the- :,mall
of 2'ilm cooling on thf- hot-gas side of the cchambcr wall. The maxirinvTi
• t't',.(A car ► be estimated by a ,^ siming no treat addition at th- last 4 stations
(tit )ut 1211 .5 in. or '2 cm).
th friction and momentum prN;aure drops in the coolant passages were calcu-
lated in the compute-r program. Thr equation used to calculate these pressure
drops in the program were riot :hengtA. The pressure drop is affected by the
coolant ternpNrr,.+,,;re, thu.- makir^g temperature rise and pressure drop irter-
relat A.
7 ^tal temperature and tati c pressure of the coolant at ench axial station
for test EP IV-C are calculated and shown in figure 7. 2'he only measured
values for compari:,on art.; the coolant pa sage exit temperature and pres-
sure, whir-h are also shown in figure 7. The solid line represents the calcu-
lated values with ^' varying as shown in table III. The dashed line re-
presents the c:alculJed values using a constant Cg of 0.02.6. The agreement
between both calculated val.ue6 and the measured values is very good. The
measured and calculated exit pressures and temperatures and percent deviation
for several other EP-TV tests are shown in table III. For the case of no
heat addition in the last four stations (corresponding to film cooling of the
cha.-nber wall) both the exit temperature and pressure fell within the range of
accuracy of the measured values and are not shown in table III.
In figure 8 the local hot-gas side wall temperature and the local coolant
side heat flux Is shown as a .function of axial position. The solid line
represents the values c.alr-ulated using the variable Cg from table III and
the dashed line represent, the values resulting from the use of a constant
Cg of 0.026. The greate::t differences resulting from the calculations
using the different Cg l` are in the chamber. The use of temperature rise
and pressure drop measurements indicates little of what happens locally in
a rc.ket nozzle. Wall temperature and heat fl-,Lx did not vary as much in
the throat region as they did in the nozzle chamber. This is expected since
the Cg in table II is two to three times the constant value of 0.026.
The good agreement between the two sets of calculations and the measured
exit temperature and pressure indicates that with accurate predictions on
the coolant side the hot-gas side equations are of secondary importance in
predicting exit conditions. However, as one might expect, local wall tem-
peratures and heat flux are very much affected by local gas-side heat-
transfer coefficients.
The rather abrupt changes in wall temperature is due to the application of
the curvature correction which increased the heat-transfer coefficient on
the concave or swept surface (decreasing the wall temperature) and de-
creased the heat-transfer coefficient on the convex or unswept surface (in-
creasing the wall temperature). In the actual nozzle wall these changes
might riot be so abrupt because of axial heat conduction in the coolant pas-
sage wall. Axial heat conduction was not accounted for in the computer
program.
,z
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CONCLUDING BEMARKS
reel " 
^lplit F'I pragmm for calculating   heat transfer and fl'lid fl nw i n	 r^^ r -
c ^' i'. ly ( • oolf • c r(jvkc:t nozzlee [7) was rf•vitied to IncluAt . the hea:-trw'.;;i
i rt dIl tIc;n e quations recur=,vrlded in this irNtstigation. At- r ev!s ed pr, ra
was thf n urg ed to prod i^.t exit: temperatures ancf prf-zsurco, nozzle wail tem-
i,era •curf•b, and heat :'lux to the coolant. Only the exit temperature and
la-essures from the Phoebus-2 nuclear tests were available for comparison with
predicted values. Two setF of (,alculationr. were madf• for Each nuclear test:
onf-- In which thf, bras con.-Aant CG. wa:; constant at 0.026, and anoth e r test
whi^^h 1.ised rf--cummended Cg's that varied f'rurn. 0.018 to 0.080. Both sets of cal-
cl itions y1elded exit teml-_ratur-s and pr,-ssures that are in good agreement
ith measured values. Tliis indicates that. with accurate predictions on the
coolant stale, the less wall developed heat-transfer correlations on the hot —
gas side are of secondary importance in predicting total. temperature rise and
static Ares: urt , drop. The hot-gas side heat-transfer does, however, change
the wall tempt ruture distribution. This indicates that measured local wall
temperatures arf- needed to veri t'y any hot-gci s idc equations. The good
agreement between measurers and calculated exit temperature and pressure dots
not necessarily mean that all the heat-transfer and fluid flow problems of
regeneratively cooled rocket engiries are now solved. Instead, it 'nd{cates
a, need for work on the hot-gas side and a need for local wall temperature
and coolant pressure, measurements. Such measurements for any rocket engine
test, especially a nuclear engine, presents a considerable chall°nge tf1
present technology.
NOMENCLATIRE
C coefficient in Nusselt equation T* transposed critical temperature
(temperature at which specificC
p specific: heat of gas at constant heat of fluid at constantpressure pressure reaches a maximum)
D inside diameter of test section
v velocity
G mass flow rate per lanit cross-
x distance from entrance of test
sectional area
section
ti local heat-transfer coefficient
µ absolute viscosity of gas
k thermal conductivity of gas
P density of gas
Nu Nusselt number, hD/k
Subscripts:
Pr Prandtl number, cpµ/k b bulk (when applied to properties,
p absolute static pressure indicates evaluation at bulk
q rate of heat transfer to gas temperature	 Th)
per unit area c critical
R radius of curvature f film (when applied to properties
Res, bulk Reynolds number, GD/µb indicates evaluation at film
temperature	 Tf)
Ref modified film Reynolds niunber,
g gas-side 
PfVbD/µf
r inside radius of passage i inlet
w wall
T temperature
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Ibi S 1. Units
Test Flow, rate,
kg sec
Ch:uulwr cmidlUons Nozzle Inlet condlti rms Thermal p-w'er,
11Vt'
H,it gas Coolant Prewire, Te'ut1)e'rature, Pres-.jre, Te'Itt1>r°nature
NIN	 al
 K MN n1 2 K
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4 5. 3! ► 033 24 5.21 .029
5 4. 90 0:14 25 6,42 03 2
(i 4.43 26 7.76 03:1
7 3.98 27 9.22 .039
8 3. 56
9 3. 17 Knuckle 28 10.81 0 042
10 2.79 29 11.85 .045
11 2 44 30 12. 22 t,48
12 2	 12 .032 Chamlter 31 12. 22 0 . 056
13 l . 81 .030 32 064
14 1. 53 . 028 33 .075
15 1. 28 .024 34 .080	
I
'Throat 1(1 1.04 0.018
17 1.00 .018
18 1.07 .028
19 1. 27 .029
20 1 1. 63 .029
` I UnI)LINisited data received from .1 ;mes O. Sane, Aerojet-General Corp.
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Range of hydrogen inlet temperature and inlet pressure for which equa-
tion 111 has been experimentally checked.
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Figure 2. - Variation of the ratio of calculated
to measured heat transfer coefficients Witt
temperature ratio. Straight tube data [2].
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Figure 3. - Variation of the ratio of calculated
to measured heat transfer coefficients with
temperature ratio. Data from symmetrically
heated curved tubes [4].
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Figure 4. - Variation of the ratio of calculated
to measured heat transfer coefficients with
temperature ratio. Data from symmetrically
heated curved tubes (4].
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Figure 5. - Variation of the ratio of calculated to measured heat
transfer coefficients with axial distance from entrance.
Data from asymmetrically heated curved tube [2].
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Figure 6.
	
- Variation of inside wall temperature with axial
distance from entrance for the Phoebus-2 contour [2].
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